“A seed hidden in the heart of an apple is an orchard invisible.”

(Welsh Proverb)
ACADEMICS
ARTS AND SCIENCES

BIOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

Alvin Diamond
Conservation Southeast Inc.
* Rare Plant Survey of the Cooper Tract in the Upper Tensaw Delta, Baldwin, Clarke, Mobile, and Washington Counties, Alabama

* Rare Plant Survey of the Red Hills Tract, Monroe County, Alabama

Janet Gaston
Alabama Department of Environmental Management, Choctawhatchee, Pea and Yellow River Watershed Management Authority, The City of Troy and The City of Brundidge
2018 Pike County Groundwater Festival

Brian Helms
Environmental Protection Agency: Environmental Education Local Grants
Deep South Student Environmental Leadership Program

Environmental Protection Agency
Alabama Southeastern Plains Ecoregion, Fall Line Hills
Eco-geomorphological Assessment to Inform Design and Mitigation

Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission
A Partnership with Jacksonville State University
Detecting Parasites Harbored by Invasive Apple Snails (Pomacea Spp.) that are Pathogens of Humans and Wildlife in Florida Waters

Texas State University & the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts
Diet and Feeding Ecology Studies of Endangered Species Research Projects in Freshwater Mussels

* Denotes projects including significant student engagement, recruitment, and/or retention
Brian Helms and Jack Feminella (Auburn)  
UT Battle, Oak Ridge National Laboratory and Auburn University  
Evaluating the Long-Term Ecological Responses to Riparian Ecosystem Restoration at the Fort Benning, Georgia Military Installation

Brian Helms and Jon Ambruster (Auburn)  
Environmental Protection Agency  
Establishment of Wetland Reference Sites in Alabama (A Partnership with Auburn University)

Jacqueline Jones and Julian Pittman  
Alabama Water Resources Research Institute  
Groundwater Toxin Profile and Cancer Incidence

Jonathan Miller *  
PowerSouth Energy Cooperative  
Survivability of Mussels, Targeting Federally Listed Species Over a 14-Week Period During the Drawdown of Point A Reservoir

Joong-Wook Park, William Bennett and Alhaji Jalioh *  
Walter F. Coxe Research Grant  
Distribution of Fungal Pathogen Ophiidoyces Ophiocicola in Wild Snakes in Alabama

Joong-Wook Park and Lasata Shrestha *  
Tri Beta National Biological Honor Society  
Bacterial Contamination in Formula vs Blenderized Food for Tube Feeding in a US Hospital Setting

Jacqueline Jones and Pratikshya Joshi *  
Tri Beta National Biological Honor Society  
Development of Stable Prostate Cancer Cell Line Using CRISPR-Cas9 System

Jacqueline Jones and Ronald Young *  
Tri Beta National Biological Honor Society  
FOX13 Expression and Localization in Myeloid Ablated Clinical Murine Tumor Models

Jacqueline Jones and Meet Patel *  
Tri Beta National Biological Honor Society  
FOX13 in Human Breast Cancer

Kewei Yu  
Mississippi-Alabama Sea Grant  
Greenhouse Gas Production Controlled by Soil Hydrological Conditions and Their Transport Through Woody Plants

**BIOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES & GEOMATICS**

Chris Boyd and Xutong Niu  
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  
Restore Act Science Program  
Living Shoreline Site Suitability Model Transfer for Selected Water Bodies with the Gulf of Mexico: A GIS and Remote Sensing Based Approach

Restoring and Monitoring the Natural Edge to Support Resilient Communities of the Gulf of Mexico

Chris Boyd  
US Geological Survey, University of Southern Mississippi and Mississippi Water Resource Classification of Shoreline Habitat Types and Validating a Living Shorelines Suitability Tool in the Northern Gulf of Mexico

Mapping Shoreline Type and Developing a Geospatial Database and Living Shorelines Suitability Tool for the Northern Gulf Coast

University of Southern Mississippi (Gulf of Mexico Alliance Funding)  
Developing a Geospatial Database for Living Shorelines for the Gulf of Mexico

EPA Gulf of Mexico Program  
A Partnership with the University of South Florida  
The Natural Edge: Integrating Nature Based Shorelines into Resiliency Planning

* Denotes projects including significant student engagement, recruitment, and/or retention
CENTER FOR PUBLIC SERVICE
Melissa Bates, Felicia Lewis, Steven Taylor and Tom Vocino
Alabama Alcoholic Beverage Control Board
Statewide Educational Program to Promote Responsible Drinking Among Younger Persons Eligible to Consume Alcohol

Alabama Department of Corrections
Prison Male Sexual Safety Study

Alabama Department of Human Resources
Director’s Training Conference (January 23-26, 2018)
Family Services Division Training Conference (February 26-28, 2019)
Parent Academy Training Conference (June 21-23, 2018)
Child and Family Services Review Training Conference (June 26-28, 2018)
Early Head Start Teacher’s Training Conference (October 18-19, 2018)
Early Head Start-Child Partnership Policy Council Training (November 1-3, 2018)

Xutong Niu, Steven Taylor and Tom Vocino
Alabama Department of Human Resources
Resource Mapping for Alabama’s E&T Programs

CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS
Govind Menon
US Department of Commerce, National Institute of Standards and Technology
Center of Excellence in Plastics/Polymer Recycling

Maurice Clark, Grady Gambrel and Govind Menon
American Physical Society and the National Science Foundation
The Sky is the Limit: Star Gazing with Local Schools

Dena Byars, Jacqueline Jones and Govind Menon
National Science Foundation, Louis Stokes Alliances for Minority Partnerships (Auburn University) *
The Greater Alabama Black Belt Region – Recruitment and Retention for Minority Students in STEM

Christopher King
National Science Foundation
College Chemistry Collaboration

Govind Menon, Zhiyong Wang and Overtoun Jenda (Auburn)
National Science Foundation *
Southeast Alliance for Persons with Disabilities in STEM (SEAPD-STEM): A Partnership with Auburn University

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Alberto Arteta and Yanjun Zhao
National Science Foundation
SCH:INIT: Tele-Treatment Application for Disabled Patients Main Channel

GEOMATICS AND GEOSPATIAL INFORMATICS
Xutong Niu and Steve Ramroop
USDA Forest Service *
Geospatial Support and Geospatial Products for the US Forest Service

HISTORY
Marty Olliff, Dan Puckett and Kathryn Tucker
Alabama Humanities Foundation
2019 Mitchell-McPherson Lecture in Southern History: Sylviane Diouf

* Denotes projects including significant student engagement, recruitment, and/or retention
MATHEMATICS
Kenneth Roblee
Mathematical Association of America *
Mathsketball Day: 7th and 8th Grade Girl’s STEM Camp

National Science Foundation and Phi Mu Epsilon *
Conferences and Workshops in the Mathematics Sciences
Troy MathFest Undergraduate Conference

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Michael Guo-Brennan and Linyuan Guo-Brennan
(University of Prince Edward Island)
Spencer Foundation
Preparing Globally Competent Public Administrators and Leaders:
Policy, Leadership and Praxis in Higher Education

Doug Davis
Department of State
Fulbright Diplomatische Akademie Wien-Vienna
School of International Studies

SOCIAL SCIENCES
Christopher Bradley
Alabama Commission on Higher Education
Alabama Community College System Open Educational Resources:
A Partnership with Bishop State Community College

Jason Mann
Alabama Commission on Higher Education
Alabama Community College System Open Educational Resources

SOCIAL SCIENCES—ARCHAEOLOGY
RESEARCH CENTER
Stephen Carmody
Appalachian State University and the National Science Foundation
Investigating Persistent Indigenous Placemaking in West Tennessee

National Park Service Cooperative Ecosystems Unit *
Russell Cave Flotation Project

Jason Mann
Alabama State Parks *
Phase 1 Cultural Resource Survey at Cathedral Caverns State Park

Natural Resource Conservation Service *
Archaeological Survey of Various Sites in Alabama

The Nature Conservancy *
Phase 1 Cultural Resource Survey in Nature Conservancy
Property along the Paint River in Jackson County, Alabama

TerraXplorations
Curation of Artifacts

Jason Mann and Xutong Niu
Natural Resource Conservation Service *
LASER Analysis of Virginia’s Landscape

US Forest Service *
Archaeological Survey and Analysis for Alabama’s National Forests

US Forest Service *
Shoal Creek District, Talladega National Forest
2018 Tornado LIDAR/LASER Analysis

* Denotes projects including significant student engagement, recruitment, and/or retention
BUSINESS

CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Betsy Baker and Judy Callin
Alabama Public Service Commission
National Association of Pipeline Safety Representatives Annual Conference

University of Alabama
Small Business Development Center

Procurement Technical Assistance Center

University of Alabama at Birmingham
Small Business Development Center

Greg Jones
US Embassy in Tbilisi, US Department of State
University Research and Entrepreneurial Skills Program

MANUEL H. JOHNSON CENTER FOR POLITICAL ECONOMY
Daniel Sutter
Alabama Policy Institute
Certification: An Alternative to Occupational Licensing in Alabama

Daniel Smith
Institute for Humane Studies
Guest Speaker on Sound Economics in the Military
Dr. David Henderson Naval Postgraduate School

COMMUNICATION & FINE ARTS

ART AND DESIGN
Kelly Berwager and Larry Percy
Alabama State Council on the Arts *
2018 Visual Arts Achievement Program Exhibition and Competition & Trojan Art Day

Pam Allen and Larry Percy
Alabama State Council on the Arts
International Arts Center Mural

Pam Allen
Phi Kappa Phi
Excellence in Innovation Award
Janice Hawkins Cultural Arts Park and International Arts Center

JOURNALISM AND COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Morgan Drinkard, Ashley Sanders, Jeff Spurlock, Steve Stewart and Robbyn Taylor
Alabama Press Association Journalism Foundation *
Alabama Press Association Journalism Foundation grant entitled High School Journalism Workshop, Camp Trop and Advanced Reporting/Advanced Editing Lab Newspaper Production

MUSIC
Diane Orlofsky
Herb Alpert Foundation and Jazz Education Network *
Vocal Jazz Invitational: Ly Wilder

EDUCATION

COUNSELING, REHABILITATION AND INTERPRETER TRAINING
Joshua Southwick, Allison Fleming (Penn State) and Brian Phillips (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
US Health and Human Services: National Institute on Disability and Independent Living
Campus to Career: Excellence in Education and Employment

* Denotes projects including significant student engagement, recruitment, and/or retention
Kirk Davis, Judy Robertson and Joel Willis  
Alabama Department of Rehabilitation Services  
* Denotes projects including significant student engagement, recruitment, and/or retention  
Consumer Satisfaction Survey for the Deaf/Hard of Hearing and Deaf/Blind Consumer Initiative

Kelly Jewell – Glasscock, Josh Southwick and Joel Willis  
Alabama Department of Rehabilitation Services  
* Denotes projects including significant student engagement, recruitment, and/or retention  
Pre–Employment Transition Training Conference

Brandy Bray, Shereka Haley, Karen Jenkins and Joel Willis  
Alabama Department of Rehabilitation Services, Alabama Council for Developmental Disabilities, Alabama Rehabilitation Counselors and Educators Association and Alabama Department of Mental Health  
* Denotes projects including significant student engagement, recruitment, and/or retention  
Youth Leadership Forum 2018

Judy Robertson  
Helen Keller Foundation for Research and Education and Various Partners  
* Denotes projects including significant student engagement, recruitment, and/or retention  
Helen Keller Lecture Series 2018 and 2019  
Interpreter Training Language Laboratory  
Scholarships for Interpreter Training  
Camp Success: Transition Camp for Deaf and Hard of Hearing Students

TEACHER EDUCATION
Tonya Conner and Cynthia Hicks  
Alabama Department of Education  
* Denotes projects including significant student engagement, recruitment, and/or retention  
Alabama Department of Early Childhood Education: Language Essentials for Teachers of Reading and Spelling (LETRS)

Cynthia Hicks and Pamela Wimbish  
Alabama Department of Education  
* Denotes projects including significant student engagement, recruitment, and/or retention  
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test Evaluation Application

Caplan Foundation for Early Childhood  
Early Childhood Imaginative Play Rescue Room and Education Lab

Wiregrass Foundation  
The Coleman Center for Early Education and Family Engagement: 14th North American Reggio Emilia Alliance Conference

Tonya Conner, Cynthia Hicks and Pamela Wimbish  
W. K. Kellogg Foundation  
Project PreK to K Literacy Transition

Cynthia Hicks and Isabelle Warren  
Alabama Department of Early Childhood Education  
National Association for the Education of Young Children  
Specialized Accreditation Funding Support

Tonya Conner and Ameta Walker (University of West Florida)  
W. K. Kellogg Foundation  
Leadership and Effective Teaching Environments

EDUCATION OUTREACH
Robin Bynum and Deborah Nowakowski  
Alabama Department of Rehabilitation Services  
* Denotes projects including significant student engagement, recruitment, and/or retention  
Early Intervention & Special Instruction Workshop and Mentorship Program

ACCESS
Alicia Brown, Robin Bynum, Jason Clifford, Brenda Dennis, Amy Dent, Brennan Ellis, Hannah Galloway, Casey Mack, Savannah Mathews, Terri Miles, Debbie Norton, Jefferson Ross, Wanda Spradley and LaTasha Lett  
Alabama Department of Education  
* Denotes projects including significant student engagement, recruitment, and/or retention  
ACCESS – Alabama Connecting Classrooms, Educators & Students  
Statewide – Teacher Facilitator and Professional Development  
Statewide

Robin Bynum and Casey Mack  
Abbeville Christian Academy, Alabama Christian Academy, John Carroll Catholic High School, Pickens Academy, St. John Paul II Catholic High School, Morgan Academy and Snook Academy  
* Denotes projects including significant student engagement, recruitment, and/or retention  
Private School Contracts for ACCESS – Alabama Connecting Classrooms, Educators and Students Statewide
**AMSTI**
Denise Adams, Hope Balkcom, Sherrie Blackmon, Valerie Brownlee, Robin Bynum, Connie Dobson, Daniel Ebarb, Reggie Hicks, Kevin Jacobs, Tina Kanaley, Wesley Killingsworth, Debbie Lawrence, Gail McCollough, Sandy Owens, Dawn Tice, Jennifer Trott and Tekela Williams
Alabama Department of Education
Alabama Math, Science and Technology Initiative (AMSTI)

Brewton City Schools
Alabama Math, Science and Technology Initiative (AMSTI)
School Buy-In Contract

**SCIENCE IN MOTION**
Wini Dunn, Sonya McLaughlin and Bill Ossenfort
Alabama Department of Education
Science in Motion

**SOUTHEAST ALABAMA REGIONAL INSERVICE CENTER**
Faye Allen, Robin Bynum, Margaret Folmar and Jennifer McLeod
Alabama Department of Education
National Board Certification of Teachers-Mentoring

Alabama Department of Education
Southeast Alabama Regional Inservice Center

Alabama Regional Inservice Centers (Troy, UAB, AL A&M, AU, Montevallo, UNA)
Gulf Coast Conference on the Teaching of Writing

Faye Allen, Robin Bynum, Margaret Folmar, Debbie Jones and Cindy Miller
National Writing Project
Wiregrass Writing Project C3WP Professional Development in a High-Need School (SEED)

**ELEARNING**
Robin Bynum, Amy Dent and Tom Dreilinger
Alabama Department of Education
eLearning for Educators and Education Technology

**TECHNOLOGY IN MOTION**
Faye Allen, Robin Bynum and Roland (Buddy) Weldon
Alabama Department of Education
Technology in Motion

**PSYCHOLOGY, COUNSELING AND FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION**
Sherrionda Crawford, Kanessa Doss and Shelly Reed
Alabama Department of Public Health
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Garrett Lee Smith Campus Suicide Prevention Grant
The Trojan Suicide Prevention Program

Paola Premuda-Conti, Suzanne Tew-Washburn and Joel Willis
Department of Education
A Multi-Campus Approach to Training Rehabilitation Counselors for Public Service to General Caseloads and Consumers who are Deaf or Hard of Hearing
A Multi-Campus Approach to Training Rehabilitation Counselors for Public Service to General Caseloads and Consumers with Mental Illness

**TEACHER EDUCATION**
Ruth Busby, Lisa Etheridge and Jessica Moran
South Alabama Electric Cooperative
Powering Up with STEM

Lisa Etheridge, Fred Figliiano and Jessica Moran
Wiregrass Resource, Conservation and Development
Project Learning Tree and iSTEM Fair

* Denotes projects including significant student engagement, recruitment, and/or retention
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

BUREAU
BC Farnham and Denise Green
AccentCare, Affinity Hospice and Keystone Hospice
Community Education

Alabama Medicaid Agency
Utilization Review Services of Intermediate Care Facilities

Bridget Dubose and Denise Green
Alabama Department of Human Resources
Children’s Justice Act Grant

Alabama Department of Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation Services Personnel Agreement

Alabama Department of Youth Services
Community Program Monitoring and Targeted Case Management

Denise Green
Alabama Department of Public Health
Youth Tobacco Prevention Program: A Lifetime of Change: A Collaborative Project with the National Association of Social Workers and the Alabama Chapter of Montgomery Public Health

Corporation for National and Community Service
Coleman Center VISTA Grant (partner funding paid directly to student/TROY COE HHS provides matching funding to CNCS)

BUREAU – RETIRED SENIOR VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
Denise Green and Tammy Lockley
Corporation for National and Community Service, AARVSP, Inc. and Pike County United Way
Retired Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP)

KINESIOLOGY AND HEALTH PROMOTION
Candy Shaughnessey, Brandon Sluder and Starla Cherry
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Alabama
(funds paid directly to Ariton Elementary School)
Fit for Life

Candy Shaughnessey, Brandon Sluder, Forrest Lee and Teresa Sims
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Alabama
(funds paid directly to Troy Elementary School)
Troy Elementary School: Walking, Jogging and Running for Fitness

Candy Shaughnessey, Brandon Sluder, Diane Murphy and Susan Owens
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Alabama
(funds paid directly to Vivian B. Adams School)
Physical Fitness Equipment for Healthy Habits

Lana Johnson
Good Sports
Physical Education Equipment for Home School Partnership

NURSING
Wade Forehand and Carrie Lee Gardner
American Association of Colleges of Nursing
White Coat Ceremony: Celebrating the Transition from Pre-Clinical Courses to Patient Care-Clinical Experiences

JOHN W. SCHMIDT CENTER FOR STUDENT SUCCESS

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT
Jonathan Cellon
Home Depot Foundation *
Troy Elementary School Outdoor Classroom

Up to Us Net Impact *
Debate over the US Debt and Deficit

Wake Forest University
Re–Generate Fellowship

* Denotes projects including significant student engagement, recruitment, and/or retention
AARP Foundation and Campus Kitchens
Senior Gardens and Wellness

DC Central Kitchen and the Campus Kitchens *
Troy’s Campus Kitchens Project Gets a Trailer

David Mathews Center for Civic Life *
Real Talk on Race

Scotts Miracle Gro *
2018 Gro1000 Outdoor Classroom and Greenspace at Troy Elementary School

TRIO – UPWARD BOUND
Bridgette Anderson, Mary Griffin and Ashleigh Johnson
Department of Education *
Upward Bound and Upward Bound Supplement: STEM

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AND CAREER SERVICES
Jonathan Cellon and Elizabeth Eaise
Sodexo Stop Hunger Foundation
Pay It Forward Nominate a Hero: Elizabeth Eaise (monies paid to individual for donation to charity of choice)

Jonathan Cellon and Lauren Cole
Peace Corps Prep Program *
Peace Corps Preparation Certificate Program

TRIO – MCNAIR
Gbayanminin Diaminah, Hal Fulmer, Mary Griffin and Debora Pettway
Department of Education *
Ronald E. McNair Post-Baccalaureate Achievement Program

TRIO – STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES
Shantel Barginere, Deetra Benn, Courtney Garland Curry, Mary Griffin, Catresa Hawkins, Pamela McDowell, Rebecca Money Rembert and Debora Pettway
Department of Education *
Student Support Services

LIBRARY
Elizabeth Dill
American Library Association: Learning Round Table
2018 Pat Carterette Professional Development

TRIO – UPWARD BOUND
Bridgette Anderson, Mary Griffin and Ashleigh Johnson
Department of Education *
Upward Bound and Upward Bound Supplement: STEM

LIBRARY
Elizabeth Dill
American Library Association: Learning Round Table
2018 Pat Carterette Professional Development

Digital Humanities Research Institute
Digital Humanities Research and Teaching: Teaching Communities

Rutgers Digital Studies Fellows

Elizabeth Dill, Rachel Hooper and Alyssa Martin
National Endowment for the Arts *
Big Read: Gilead by Marilynne Robinson

Rachel Hooper
American Library Association
Leadership Institute: Leading to the Future

Jeff Simpson, Jana Slay and Brian Webb
The Metropolitan Center for Far Eastern Art Studies
Enhancement of the Far Eastern Art Studies Materials Collection at the Troy University Library

* Denotes projects including significant student engagement, recruitment, and/or retention
TROY MONTGOMERY AND THE
ROSA PARKS MUSEUM

ROSA PARKS LIBRARY AND MUSEUM
Felicia Bell
- Alabama State Council on the Arts
  2018 Juneteenth Celebration

Donna Beisel, Felicia Bell and Madeline Burkhardt
- Edna Wardlaw Charitable Trust
- Rosa Parks Museum Kid’s Summit

Donna Beisel, Felicia Bell and Madeline Burkhardt
- Institute of Museum and Library Services
  Rosa Parks and the Women of the Montgomery Bus Boycott

Felicia Bell and Madeline Burkhardt
- The Harpo Foundation
  Grants for Visual Artists: Michael Jones

Felicia Bell, Madeline Burkhardt and Keith Worthington
- The Max and Victoria Dreyfus Foundation
  Auditorium Audio-Visual Equipment Acquisition

TROY MONTGOMERY
Ray White
- Alabama Department of Archives and History
  Troy University Student Intern Program

ADVANCEMENT AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION

BROADCAST AND DIGITAL NETWORK
Kyle Gassiott and Buddy Johnson
- Chapman Foundation
  Light Classical Music for Troy Public Radio

City of Montgomery Mayor’s Office
- City of Montgomery Public Television Channel

Corporation for Public Broadcasting
- Radio Community Service Grant (CSG)

ATHLETICS

Sandy Atkins, Kyle George and Shelley Jordan
- Sun Belt Conference *
  Extra Yard for Teachers Program
  Celebrating Teachers and Students at Home Football Game

* Denotes projects including significant student engagement, recruitment, and/or retention
FINANCE AND BUSINESS AFFAIRS

PHYSICAL PLANT

Jim Bookout, Scot Craig and Mark Salmon
Alabama Forestry Commission and the Arbor Day Foundation
Troy University Tree Campus USA – Dothan Campus

Jim Bookout, Mark Salmon and Wayne Shirley
Alabama Forestry Commission and the Arbor Day Foundation
Troy University Tree Campus USA – Montgomery Campus

Jim Bookout, Mark Salmon and Matt Shelley
Alabama Forestry Commission and the Arbor Day Foundation
Troy University Tree Campus USA – Troy and Phenix City Campus

Jim Bookout and Mark Salmon
Choctawhatchee, Pea and Yellow River Watershed Management Authority
Janice Hawkins Park Invasive Species Management and Trails Upkeep

Alabama Department of Economic and Community Affairs
Janice Hawkins Cultural Arts Park Multipurpose
Trail Installation – McKinley Dr. and Luther Dr.

STUDENT SERVICES AND ADMINISTRATION

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Morgan Brantley
International Research and Exchanges Board *
Global Undergraduate Exchange Program (Tunisia)

International Research and Exchanges Board *
Global Undergraduate Exchange Program (Pakistan)

World Learning Academy Exchange *
Undergraduate Host Institution

Sohail Agboatwala and Curt Porter
Laurasian Foundation
Japan Outreach Initiatives

Flobert (Rui) Feng, Iris Hong Xu and Earl Ingram
US Department of Education *
National Resource Center for Foreign Language and Area Studies
Startalk Teacher & Student Program – Chinese Language

STATEWIDE ARTICULATION REPORTING SYSTEM
Shannon Nichols, Keith Sessions and Anita Brown
Alabama Commission on Higher Education (ACHE)
Statewide Transfer Articulation Reporting System (STARS Program)

STUDENT SERVICES AND HEALTH CENTER
Jacque Chirico and Kimbrlei McCain
Adapt Pharma
Narcan Spray Schools Program

UNIVERSITY POLICE
John McCall and Herb Reeves
Alabama Department of Economic and Community Affairs
FY Byrne JAG Program to Purchase
Equipment for Law Enforcement:
Regional P25 Radio System Upgrade – Pilot Program

* Denotes projects including significant student engagement, recruitment, and/or retention
COLLABORATIVE PARTNERSHIPS

ENGLISH AND LIBRARY
Kirk Curnutt and Alyssa Martin
Alabama Humanities Foundation
Alabama Book Festival

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AND LIBRARY
Jonathan Cellon and Lisa Vardaman
South Arts *
Southern Circuit – Civic Engagement through the Arts

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AND ARTS & SCIENCES
Lauren Cochran, Jonathan Cellon (Civic Engagement),
Sharon Everhardt (Arts and Sciences), Brenda Gills (Arts and Sciences) and Breanna Gentry (Student Support Services)
US Department of Agriculture *
Gardening for Justice: Building Sustainable Gardens in a Women’s Prison to Provide Access to Fresh Fruits and Vegetables

LIBRARY AND COMMUNICATION & FINE ARTS
Johanna Alberich, Jana Slay and Lisa Vardaman
Pragda Film Distributors *
Spanish Film Series: Summer 1993, The Queen of Spain, Delicate Balance, The Candidate, On the Roof

LIBRARY, BUSINESS AND ARTS & SCIENCES
Jenny Brooks, Olga Casey, Elizabeth Dill and Richard Voss
Tournees Festival *
French Film Festival: Voyage A Travers Le Cinema Francais; Le Fils de Joseph; Valley of Love; Le Trou; Le Grand Merchant Renard Et Autres Contes; Hippocrate, Diary of a French Doctor; La Sapienza

LIBRARY AND THE JOHN W. SCHMIDT CENTER FOR STUDENT SUCCESS
Elizabeth Dill, Patricia Harris and Rachel Hooper
American Library Association *
Will Eisner Graphic Novel Innovation Grant

ARTS & SCIENCES AND LIBRARY
Elizabeth Dill, Marty Olliff and Bob Saunders
Auburn University Caroline Marshall Draughon Center for the Arts and Humanities
Dr. Wayne Flynt: The Richness of Alabama Culture and Harper Lee

ARTS & SCIENCES AND COMMUNICATION & FINE ARTS
Jenny Brooks and Kris Ross
Alabama Humanities Foundation *
Wiregrass Blues Fest – Blues in Schools

EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATION & FINE ARTS
Shavaun Franklin, Marianne Michael, Paige Paquette and Annette Walters
Dollar General Literacy Foundation *
BRIDGE-Building Relationships in Diverse Generational Environments

* Denotes projects including significant student engagement, recruitment, and/or retention
EDUCATION AND ARTS & SCIENCES
Ruth Busby, Fred Figliano and Diane Porter
Alabama Commission on Higher Education *
Math and Science Teacher Education Scholarships

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AND SODEXO
Jonathan Cellon, Lauren Cochran and Ibrahim Yildirim
Campus Kitchens Project *
Campus Kitchens with Head Start and Troy University Dining